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The Bayesian truth serum (BTS) is a survey scoring method that

creates truth-telling incentives for respondents answering multiple-choice

questions about intrinsically private matters, such as opinions, tastes,

and behavior. The authors test BTS in several studies, primarily using

recognition questionnaires that present items such as brand names and

scientific terms. One-third of the items were nonexistent foils. The BTS

mechanism, which mathematically rewards “surprisingly common”

answers, both rewarded truth telling, by heavily penalizing foil

recognition, and induced truth telling, in that participants who were paid

according to their BTS scores claimed to recognize fewer foils than

control groups, even when given competing incentives to exaggerate.

Survey takers who received BTS-based payments without explanation

became less likely to recognize foils as they progressed through the

survey, suggesting that they learned to respond to BTS incentives

despite the absence of guidance. The mechanism also outperformed the

solemn oath, a competing truth-inducement mechanism. Finally, when

applied to judgments about contributing to a public good, BTS eliminated

the bias common in contingent valuation elicitations.
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In opinion research as traditionally conducted, respon-
dents are given no incentives for performance—for the
quality or usefulness of their answers. They may, of course,
be compensated for time and effort, but the level of com-
pensation does not hinge on the particular answers that they
provide. There is, in other words, no hidden answer key by
which the survey administrator judges some answers to a
question as more worthy of compensation than others.

The reason for this is straightforward: When questions
deal with intrinsically private matters—a respondent’s opin-
ions, preferences, intentions, or past behaviors—the “cor-

rect” answer for a particular person is simply the one that
best matches his or her private opinions or preferences, and
the survey administrator is in no position to judge whether
any given answer faithfully reflects these. To evaluate
answers, the administrator would apparently need to know
which answer is personally correct for each respondent;
however, such an omniscient administrator would not need
to conduct a survey in the first place.

Prelec (2004) proposes a “Bayesian truth serum” (BTS)
scoring method that provides incentives for providing truth-
ful— in the dual sense of honest and carefully considered—
answers to questions dealing with personal information. The
key idea behind BTS is to assign a high score to an answer
whose actual frequency is greater than its predicted fre-
quency, with predictions drawn from the same population
that supplies the answers. Thus, the system rewards
responses that are “surprisingly common” and penalizes
those that are “surprisingly uncommon.” The BTS theorem
states that under certain conditions, personally truthful
answers maximize expected scores. By compensating sur-
vey takers according to these scores, we can potentially cre-
ate financial incentives for truth telling, even when the sur-
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vey administrator knows neither the respondent’s true
responses nor the expected aggregate responses of the sur-
veyed population.

However, the mechanism’s effectiveness in actual appli-
cation remains an open question, notwithstanding some ini-
tial encouraging results (Barrage and Lee 2010; John,
Loewenstein, and Prelec 2012). The truth-telling theorem
requires assumptions that are not likely to be satisfied in any
actual data set. Moreover, even if information scores (here-
inafter, “iscore”) reward truthfulness, they may not neces-
sarily induce it, particularly when survey takers face com-
peting incentives to dissemble. Moreover, the extent of any
improvement in data quality under BTS has not been
weighed against added complexity imposed by the method
or against alternative truth-inducing methods.

The objective of this article is to address these questions.
In four studies, we applied BTS to recognition question-
naires containing items such as brand names and scientific
terms. One-third of these were nonexistent “foils” that were
interspersed among the legitimate items. The rate of
claimed recognition of these foils is a plausible measure of
deception across experimental treatments. We found that, in
general, the BTS mechanism robustly penalized claimed
recognition of foils (even though the classification of items
into foils and “reals” was not an input to the mechanism).
Moreover, participants who were paid according to BTS
scores responded to these incentives by recognizing fewer
foils (but similar numbers of real items) than control groups,
even when they were offered competing payments to exag-
gerate. When we implemented BTS-based payoffs without
explanation, survey takers became less likely to recognize
foils over the course of the survey, suggesting that they
learned to respond to BTS incentives despite the absence of
guidance. In addition, BTS outperformed a rival truth-
inducement mechanism, proposed by Jacquemet et al.
(2009), that employs a form of cheap talk in which partici-
pants are asked to sign a “solemn oath” before beginning
the survey. Finally, in an application to judgments about
contributing to a public good, BTS eliminated the bias com-
mon in contingent valuation elicitations. Collectively, these
results suggest that BTS is an effective and practical way to
induce truth telling in many settings, including cases in
which survey respondents have nontrivial implicit or
explicit incentives to stray from the truth.

INFORMATION SCORING AND EXPERIMENTAL
APPROACH

The Scoring Mechanism
The BTS works at the level of an individual multiple-

choice survey question, assigning a numerical score to each
possible response. To implement BTS, the administrator
elicits from each survey respondent not only his or her per-
sonal answer but also his or her estimates in percentage
terms of how others will respond. The iscore formula is as
follows:

The scoring system transforms a survey into a competi-
tive, zero-sum contest in which truth telling is a strict

(1) Answer’siscore

log answer’sactual relative frequency
(geometric)meanof answer’spredicted frequency=

Bayesian Nash equilibrium. Specifically, personally truthful
answers maximize the expected iscore for any respondent
who believes that others are giving truthful answers and
providing perfect Bayesian predictions of the distribution of
answers (Prelec 2004). 1 Like other Bayesian mechanisms,
BTS exploits the subjective correlation between a person’s
opinion and the opinions of others (Cremer and McLean
1988; d’Aspremont and Gerard-Varet 1979; Johnson, Pratt,
and Zeckhauser 1990; McAfee and Reny 1992; McLean
and Postlewaite 2002; Miller, Resnick, and Zeckhauser
2005). Unlike previous mechanisms, however, BTS does
not incorporate assumptions about this correlation into the
scoring function. It can be contrasted with consensus scor-
ing, which assigns a high score to the most popular answer,
thereby creating deception incentives among respondents
who suspect that their opinion is in the minority. Informa-
tion scoring creates no such incentives: Untruthful answers
have lower expected scores, regardless of whether the
respondent believes that his or her opinion is common or
rare.

Intuition Behind Information Scoring
Mathematically, iscoring is straightforward: Answers that

are more common than the group collectively predicts
receive high scores, and answers that are less common than
predicted receive low scores. It is less obvious, however,
why the most surprisingly common response should also be
the personally truthful one. A hypothetical example can pro-
vide some intuition.

Suppose a survey group is asked, “Have you ever exag-
gerated the deductions on your income tax return?” Each
respondent is instructed to privately answer yes or no and to
guess the percentage of people who will give each response.
To understand the relationships between personal answers
and predictions, it is useful to consider how predictions will
differ between people whose true answer is yes (“rule ben-
ders”) and those whose true answer is no (“sticklers”). Fig-
ure 1 shows predictions that our hypothetical survey takers
might make. Although it is not essential to the argument, the
figure assumes that both rule benders and sticklers estimate
that they are in the majority (first two columns). What is
essential, however, is that rule benders believe rule bending
to be more common than sticklers believe that it is and that
this difference in predictions is itself anticipated by both
categories of subjects. In that case, the rule bender’s guess
of the predictions averaged across all respondents (third col-
umn) will fall somewhere between his or her own predic-
tions (first column) and estimate of the stickler’s predictions
(second column). Because the rule bender’s own predictions
are, by definition, the best predictions he or she can make,
the rule bender will conclude that the average predictions
(third column) will be directionally incorrect—that is, the
average will underestimate the percentage of rule benders
and overestimate the percentage of sticklers (first column),
and thus that his honest answer “yes” (“I have exaggerated
my income tax deductions”) will prove surprisingly com-
mon. A stickler, in contrast, should expect “no”—again, the

1In addition to scoring answers with iscores, a full implementation of
BTS technically requires that predictions be scored as well. It is a standard
result that truthful predictions are optimal with a log rule (Cooke 1991),
and we do not further discuss prediction scoring here.
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honest response—to be surprisingly common, because 
his or her own estimate of sticklers’ numbers (second col-
umn) is higher than the guess of the average prediction of
that number (fourth column). In other words, every person’s
true answer is subjectively likely to be more common than
collectively predicted. Therefore, rewarding surprisingly
common answers is tantamount to rewarding truthful
answers.2

The critical assumption here is that respondents will use
their own opinions as evidence about the distribution of
opinions in the population. Therefore, the practicality of the
method hinges on a testable empirical proposition: that
there does indeed exist a positive relationship between indi-
vidual opinions and population estimates. It must be true
empirically that rule benders will give relatively higher esti-
mates of the frequency of rule bending. There is a great deal
of experimental evidence in support of this relationship,
across many domains. Ross, Greene, and House (1977) per-
formed the seminal experiment by asking students whether
they would be willing to wear a “Repent” sign around their
campus. They observed that students who were personally
willing to wear the sign were also likely to give higher esti-
mates of how many others would also be willing to do so.
This finding was initially described as a “false consen-
sus”— evidence of an egocentric assumption that others are
necessarily similar to oneself. Notably, although the result
was replicated in dozens of studies (Marks and Miller
1987), it took some time before the normative status of the
finding was properly addressed. Dawes (1989, 1990), in
particular, argues strongly for a Bayesian interpretation of
the phenomenon as a rational updating on the basis of a

“sample of one.” 3 The theoretical support for the present
method follows Dawes’ Bayesian interpretation: Personal
preferences and opinions effectively act as private signals
that inform survey takers about responses that are most
likely to be surprisingly common and thus most likely to
receive high iscores.

It may seem counterintuitive that BTS can create truth-
telling incentives if different answers are truthful for differ-
ent people. However, consider a test of objective fact such
as the SAT. If two test-takers arrive at different answers to a
question, they cannot both be right, but each is best off
reporting the answer he or she believes to be correct. Simi-
larly, although iscoring makes some answers winners and
others losers, every respondent has reason to believe that the
answer matching his or her own private opinion is ex ante
most likely to receive the highest score. And just as a wrong
answer on the SAT does not imply that the student intended
to err, a low iscore does not necessarily indicate a dishonest
response.

Assumptions of the Bayesian Truth Serum
The BTS theorem makes several assumptions that have

not been tested in practice. In particular, it models people as
Bayesian statisticians when constructing predictions about
the distribution of responses to a question: They begin with
a common prior belief and then update this belief in the
direction of their own preference according to Bayes’ rule.

Figure 1

HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE SHOWING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERSONAL ATTITUDES AND ESTIMATES OF OTHERS’
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2Although both types in our example think they are in the majority, we
emphasize that truthful responses are surprisingly common in expectation
even for respondents who are, or think they are, in the minority.

3Some debate remains about whether inferences from such samples are
efficient. Krueger and Clement (1994) argue that people hold an egocentric
bias in favor of personal preferences. Engelmann and Strobel (2000) dis-
agree. They first informed participants of the (factual) preferences of a ran-
dom subset of peers and then elicited population predictions. Although esti-
mates were biased in favor of the sample data (a “consensus effect”),
participants’ private signals had no special status and indeed were often
underweighted compared with signals from random, anonymous others (no
“false consensus effect”).
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Strictly speaking, this assumption implies that all people
with the same preference will have the same posterior dis-
tribution (i.e., make the same frequency predictions). The
theorem also assumes that the sample is large enough that
no individual response or prediction has a meaningful
impact on the sample frequencies.

There is reason to be skeptical that these assumptions will
hold in an actual survey setting. First, the idea of a “prior”
belief, uninformed by a person’s own preference, probably
has little psychological reality. Moreover, the predictions of
like-minded respondents vary considerably in practice.
Finally, although truth telling is an equilibrium of the game,
there are also other equilibria. In light of these potential pit-
falls, the experiments that follow are intended to evaluate
the effectiveness and practicality of BTS for use in market-
ing research, opinion polling, and other surveys. Specifi-
cally, we explore the following:

•Given the sophistication required for Bayesian reasoning and
the noise inherent in survey data, does information scoring suc-
cessfully reward truthful answers and penalize untruthful ones?

•If so, do survey takers respond to financial incentives based on
these scores? How much explanation and coaching about the
system do survey takers need?

•Is the method robust to conditions that might undermine the
truth-telling equilibrium, such as small sample sizes or com-
peting incentives to deceive?

•Does BTS improve the quality of survey data enough to justify
its use?

•How does BTS perform relative to alternative truth-inducement
mechanisms?

The Overclaiming Questionnaire
Evaluating sincerity in matters of private opinions or

other subjective topics presents the challenge of distinguish-
ing truthful responses from untruthful ones. To address this
problem, we borrowed a method first used by Phillips and
Clancy (1972), who indexed consumer overstatement of
brand awareness with a survey consisting entirely of non-
existent goods. More recently, Paulhus and Bruce (1990)
developed the overclaiming questionnaire, a survey of famil-
iarity containing items from various categories in which
legitimate items are interspersed with a minority of non-
existent foils. The surveys in our Experiments 1–4 are based
on the overclaiming questionnaire, with foils making up one-
third of total items. (Participants were not warned that the
surveys contained foils.) We replaced the typical seven-point
familiarity scale with a binary choice: Respondents indi-
cated that they either do or do not recognize the item. This
change simplifies the prediction task necessary for informa-
tion scoring because respondents must estimate the percent-
age of answers that will fall into each response category.

The proportion of foils that a survey taker claims to rec-
ognize provides a measure of untruthfulness that we use to
evaluate the effect of BTS on survey data. Importantly,
“untruthfulness” means not only intentional deception but
also departures from true answers caused by carelessness,
inattentiveness, or lack of introspection. The overclaiming
technique also has a built-in incentive to deceive: Paulhus
et al. (2003) shows that people with a psychological need
for self-enhancement tend to exaggerate their knowledge.
In some experimental trials, we supplement this implicit
incentive with explicit financial incentives to overclaim.

EXPERIMENT 1
Many people might reasonably be skeptical of a mysteri-

ous formula that scores survey responses in such a way as
to reward honesty and penalize deception. The main objec-
tives of Experiment 1 were to determine if survey takers
regard this claim as plausible and if iscores indeed create
the desired incentives. We studied these questions by
administering a version of the overclaiming exercise we
described as a “general knowledge questionnaire.” By vary-
ing respondents’ incentives across experimental groups, we
could assess whether the promise of financial rewards for
truth telling was credible.

Design and Procedure
We created a computer-administered survey based on

Paulhus and Bruce’s (1990) overclaiming questionnaire,
selecting 72 items (of which 24 were foils) from six cate-
gories: arts, historic names, authors and characters, comput-
ers and electronics, life sciences, and philosophy. These
items were presented by category, 12 per screen. Partici-
pants reported whether they personally did or did not recog-
nize each item and estimated—on an 11-point scale in incre-
ments of ten percentage points—the proportion of survey
takers who would claim recognition of that item. The sur-
vey itself was identical for all participants, but the instruc-
tions and end-of-survey procedures varied according to the
financial incentives present in a 2 M 2 between-subjects
design: truth-telling incentives (BTS or control) and decep-
tion incentives (overclaiming or none). We conducted the
experiment in laboratories on two university campuses.

Before completing the questionnaire, participants in the
BTS treatment received a brief nontechnical introduction to
the concept. We explained that “BTS scoring” assigns scores
to survey answers in a way that rewards honesty and that
although we cannot know true private opinions or beliefs, and
questions about such matters have no objectively correct
answer, respondents nevertheless score higher on average
by telling the truth. To lend credence to these claims, we
reported that the method was “recently invented by an MIT
professor, and published in the academic journal Science.”
We informed participants that the top one-third of people with
the highest total scores would earn $25 each. In the control
treatment, we explained that one-third of participants chosen
at random would receive $25 and asked this group to “please
answer as honestly as you can.” To create deception incen-
tives, the overclaiming treatment included an additional
instruction: “We will pay you an extra 10 cents for each item
that you recognize.” However, we admonished the recipients
of this incentive not to exaggerate their knowledge: People in
the BTS treatment were reminded that untruthfulness would
jeopardize their chance at the $25 bonus, and people in the
control treatment were again asked to respond honestly.

In the BTS treatment, a summary screen at the conclusion
of the survey reported the participant’s total iscore across
all 72 items. To simplify the real-time computations, we
based these scores on data from the previous sessions’ par-
ticipants; iscores for the first session were based on a pilot
study.4 Control participants’ summary showed a random

4Information scores become more stable as the number of survey takers
increases, but truth telling is optimal in expectation even for very small N.
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number. At the end of the session, we distributed $25 pay-
ments and item recognition payments according to the rules
we had specified.

Results and Discussion
A total of 133 people completed the questionnaire. One

of the authentic items was mislabeled on the survey and
subsequently excluded, leaving 47 reals and 24 foils for
analysis. We turn first to item recognition rates. Table 1,
Panel A, presents the average percentages of items partici-
pants recognized in each experimental condition. Unsurpris-
ingly, overclaiming incentives alone led to higher recogni-
tion of both item types than that found in the control group.
In contrast, participants in the BTS treatment—regardless
of whether they were also given overclaiming incentives—
recognized roughly the same number of reals as, and fewer
foils than, control participants. Regressing each participant’s
recognition percentages for each item type on the experi-
mental treatments, with item type as a within-subject effect,
confirms that recognition rates were lower under BTS incen-
tivesand for foils and higher under overclaiming incentives.
There are also significant interaction effects between BTS
and overclaiming incentives, indicating that the truth serum
had a greater effect in the presence of competing incentives,
and between BTS incentives and foils, indicating that the
truth serum reduced recognition of bogus items more than it
did legitimate ones (Table 1, Panel B). Survey takers in the
BTS treatment also spent more time on the questionnaire
(7:23 vs. 6:28; t(131) = 2.87, p < .005), suggesting that they
were more careful than other participants.

Using the collective data from all experimental sessions,
we then recomputed the average iscores for reals and foils
in each experimental group (Table 2). The most important
scores are those for the BTS treatment. In both BTS condi-
tions, recognition scored slightly higher than nonrecogni-
tion among real items (significantly so only for the BTS +

overclaiming group). However, among foils, nonrecognition
outscored recognition by a wide margin (BTS only: t(23) =
S7.52, p < .0001; BTS + overclaiming: t(23) = S6.62, p <
.0001). Recognition was penalized for 21 of the 24 foils in
the BTS cell and 22 of 24 foils in the BTS + overclaiming
cell. This pattern seems appropriate for creating truth-telling
incentives: iscores give a small reward for recognizing
legitimate items and a large penalty for recognizing bogus
ones. The introduction of competing incentives to exagger-
ate does not seem to significantly distort these incentives.

The scores for the control and overclaiming only condi-
tions are less meaningful: No information about or incen-
tives based on iscores were given, so we do not necessarily
expect a truth-telling equilibrium to emerge. However, two
points are worth noting. First, the penalties for recognizing
fake items are decisive in the BTS conditions, larger than
for the control group. Second, the pattern of iscores that
emerged for the BTS treatment is by no means guaranteed:
in the pure overclaiming condition, recognizing foils is
rewarded, not penalized, on the whole. Why foil recognition
was surprisingly common in this treatment—a pattern we
also observed in our other experiments under similar incen-
tives—is unclear, particularly considering the group’s (mod-
est) restraint in overclaiming. They recognized an average
of 43.1 items, forgoing $2.89 (28.9 items at 10¢ each) in
recognition payments. Mazar, Amir, and Ariely (2008) find
similar forbearance and argue that an internal motivation to
perceive oneself as honest limits the exploitation of rewards
for dishonesty, even as the risk of exposure declines. It is
possible, then, that participants in our overclaiming condi-
tion convinced themselves that they were not exaggerating
and thus failed to appreciate the extent to which others
would do so.

Experiment 1 shows that BTS can both encourage and
reward more truthful survey responses. Moreover, the pres-
ence of competing deception incentives undermined neither
the system’s truth-inducing property, in that item recogni-
tion rates were similar between the BTS and BTS + over-
claiming groups, nor its truth-rewarding property, in that
iscores—and in particular, the steep penalty for recognizing
foils—were similar for the two groups. Note that we pur-
posefully set payment levels such that rational actors who
found the truth-telling incentives credible would favor them
over competing inducements. Respondents in the BTS +
overclaiming group claimed to recognize 30.3 items on
average (virtually the same as in the control and BTS condi-
tions, so presumably reflecting their actual knowledge),
earning $3.03 for recognition. Had they claimed to recog-
nize all 72 items, they would have earned $7.20 – $3.03 =

Table 1

EFFECTS OF ITEM TYPE AND INCENTIVES ON REPORTED

RECOGNITION (EXPERIMENT 1)

A: Mean Recognition Rate by Treatment
Overclaiming BTS BTS +

Control Only Only Overclaiming
Reals 58% 71% 57% 57%
Foils 20% 42% 14% 14%

B: Regression of Participants’ Recognition Rates on Item Type and
Incentive Treatments

Variable Coefficient Robust SE t p > |t |
BTS incentives S.120 .029 S4.20 .000
Overclaiming incentives .085 .029 2.98 .003
Foil S.382 .017 S23.12 .000
BTS incentives  S.167 .057 S2.92 .004

overclaiming incentives
BTS incentives  S.095 .033 S2.88 .005

foil
Overclaiming incentives  .038 .033 1.16 .246

foil
BTS  overclaiming M S.093 .066 S1.41 .162

foil
Intercept .417 .014 29.16 .000

Notes: R2 = .56, F(7, 132) = 127.63, p < .0001.

Table 2

ISCORES UNDER VARYING INCENTIVES (EXPERIMENT 1)

Overclaiming BTS BTS +
Control Only Only Overclaiming

Reals
Recognize +.28 +.38 +.16 +.22
Do not recognize S.11 S.28 +.08 S.02

Foils
Recognize S.70 +.23 S.99 S.93
Do not recognize +.21 +.08 +.34 +.27
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$4.17 more. However, the expected reward from truth
telling was nearly twice as large: one-third of $25, or $8.33.

EXPERIMENT 2
Experiment 1 suggests that participants found the concept

of an honesty-rewarding scoring system plausible and
responded accordingly. However, because participants were
given no information about actual iscores during the survey,
it is unclear whether they were influenced by the actual
truth-telling incentives or by our claims of such incentives,
which can be regarded as a form of cheap talk. In Experi-
ment 2, we attempt to distinguish these hypotheses. Specifi-
cally, we tied truth-telling incentives directly to each item’s
iscores and gave immediate feedback about payments for
recognizing and not recognizing each item. In addition, to
investigate changes in behavior as people progressed
through their surveys, we randomized the order in which
items were presented. Finally, we calculated iscores in real
time to examine trends in scores as the sample size
increased.

Design and Procedure
As in Experiment 1, we varied incentives between sub-

jects using a 2 (truth telling: BTS or control) M 2 (deception:
overclaiming or none) design. Participants assigned to the
BTS treatment received a payment of 1.5 times their iscore;
participants in the control group received a flat 25¢ per
item. Those in the overclaiming treatment were paid an
additional 25¢ for each item they reported recognizing.
Appendix A reproduces our instructions.

The knowledge questionnaire for this experiment con-
tained 60 items—40 reals and 20 foils—from five cate-
gories. Some come from Paulhus and Bruce’s (1990) ques-
tionnaire, and others we developed specifically for this
study (for the full list of items, see Appendix B; we used the
identical set in Experiments 3 and 4). These items were pre-
sented in random order for each participant independent of
category, though the relevant category was always
announced alongside each item. We again elicited from par-
ticipants both personal judgments and sample group predic-
tions. After a participant submitted responses for an item,
we showed a feedback screen reporting his or her earnings.
In the BTS conditions, we showed payments for both recog-
nition and nonrecognition and confirmed the respondent’s
actual earnings according to his or her answer. These pay-
ments were based on iscores calculated using all prior
responses on the relevant item from participants in the same
experimental condition. To have some basis for computing
iscores (and payments) for the first survey takers, we seeded
each experimental group with the responses of ten people
who completed the questionnaire before the study. These
seeds were volunteers who were not given financial incen-
tives for participation. The survey was administered to
members of an online panel of university undergraduate stu-
dents (N = 117) who were randomly assigned to one of the
four experimental conditions. They took the survey
remotely and were paid afterward with Amazon.com gift
certificates.

Item Recognition and Payments Results
The pattern of recognition rates is similar to that found in

Experiment 1 (see Table 3, Panel A). Overclaiming incen-

tives in isolation resulted in much higher recognition rates
compared with the control group (recall that the incentives
were stronger here: 25¢ per item recognized vs. 10¢ in
Experiment 1). Participants in the BTS condition, however,
recognized slightly fewer reals (54% vs. 58%; 2(1) = 3.45,
p = .06) and substantially fewer foils (13% vs. 24%; 2(1) =
23.15, p < .001) than participants in the control group.
Again, the results for the combination of truth-telling and
deception incentives were similar to those for truth-telling
incentives alone. We ran a three-way full-factorial logit
model of recognition judgment (nonrecognition = 0, recog-
nition = 1) on BTS incentives, overclaiming incentives, and
item type as a within-person effect, clustering standard
errors by participant (Table 3, Panel B). All main effects and
two-way interactions were significant except overclaiming 
item type, which was marginally significant ( p = .06). This
analysis shows that the truth serum lowers recognition like-
lihood overall, overclaiming incentives increase recogni-
tion, and foils have lower recognition rates. Furthermore,
BTS acts more strongly (i.e. lowers recognition likelihood
more) on foils than on reals and acts more strongly in the
presence of competing incentives to overclaim.5

This improvement in truth telling in the BTS group is
rational given the payments for recognition and nonrecogni-
tion that emerged (Figure 2). Payments for the BTS-only
condition (equal to 1.5 times the underlying iscores) are
analogous to the iscores in Experiment 1: a small reward for
recognizing reals and a large penalty for recognizing foils,
appropriate for encouraging truth telling. In the BTS + over-
claiming condition, the reward for recognizing reals is

Table 3

BTS INDUCES TRUTH-TELLING, EVEN WITH COMPETING

(WEAKER BUT MORE CERTAIN) EXAGGERATION INCENTIVES

(EXPERIMENT 2)

A: Mean Recognition Rates Across Participants
Overclaiming BTS BTS +

Control Only Only Overclaiming
Reals 58% 77% 54% 56%
Foils 24% 55% 13% 16%

B: Logistic Regression of Recognition Judgments on Item Type and
Incentive Treatments

Variable Coefficient Robust SE z p > z
BTS incentives S.813 .125 S6.52 .000
Overclaiming incentives .605 .125 4.86 .000
Foil S1.610 .086 S18.80 .000
BTS incentives  S.908 .249 S3.65 .000

overclaiming incentives
BTS incentives  foil S.717 .171 S4.19 .000
Overclaiming incentives  .322 .171 1.88 .060

foil
BTS  overclaiming  foil S.227 .343 S.66 .508
Intercept S.064 .062 S1.03 .304

Notes: Pseudo R2 = .13, Wald 2(7) = 523.36, p < .0001.

5We obtained similar results when we add item fixed effects to the
model, except that the overclaiming incentives  item type interaction
(which is irrelevant to our hypothesis) becomes insignificant (p = .31). Our
conclusions are also the same under the model we ran in Experiment 1 (i.e.,
a linear regression with each participant’s overall recognition rate by item
type, not individual recognition judgments, as the dependent variable).
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larger, and the penalty for recognizing foils smaller because
recognition also carries a 25¢ bonus. Because two-thirds of
questionnaire items are reals, it may therefore seem that a
participant could gain by exploiting this bonus and claiming
to recognize every item. However, this is not the case. From
the perspective of a questionnaire respondent, an unfamiliar
legitimate item is probably indistinguishable from a fake,
and because reals are recognized at much higher rates, an
unrecognized item is likely to be a foil. Genuine judgments
also tend to score higher on average even when a person is
truly unfamiliar with a legitimate item. On average, a par-
ticipant in the BTS + overclaiming group who claimed to
recognize everything would have earned an average of 8¢
per item (–17¢ from iscores + 25¢ for recognition). How-
ever, people in this group actually earned 35¢ per item on
average.

Learning and Iscore Trends
Randomizing the items’ presentation order across partici-

pants permits us to look for changes in behavior as respon-
dents progressed through their questionnaires. In particular,
we are interested in whether exposure to recognition and
nonrecognition payment values for particular items engen-
dered trust that truth telling would be rewarded. If so, we
would expect lower recognition for the items, especially
foils, presented toward the end of the survey. Figure 3
shows that for the BTS + overclaiming group, there indeed
appears to be a learning trend. To test the statistical reliabil-
ity of the pattern, we ran a logit model of individual item
recognition judgments on survey position, item type, and
their interaction, with item fixed effects. We dropped the
main effect of item type because of collinearity with the
fixed effects, and we dropped several items because of
unanimous recognition or nonrecognition. In the resulting
model, there is no main effect of item position (b = .0001, z =
.03, p > .95), but the interaction of position and foils is
negative and significant (b = –.03, z = –2.86, p < .005), con-
firming that foil recognition likelihood declined as the sur-
vey progressed. A linear probability model with the same

regressors yielded similar results. In that model, the coeffi-
cient on the item position  item type interaction term is
–.0029 (t = –2.59, p < .02), meaning that for each survey
item preceding a foil, recognition dropped by .3 percentage
points—an aggregate decline of approximately 18 percent-
age points across all 60 items.

Similar regressions for the other experimental conditions
showed no significant trends. A plausible explanation for
the absence of a learning trend in the BTS (without over-
claiming incentives) condition is that because those partici-
pants had no financial incentives to exaggerate, they tenta-
tively accepted the truth-rewarding claim at the survey’s
outset. If so, experience may have increased their confi-
dence in this claim but would not meaningfully change their
behavior. (Recall that this group recognized the fewest foils
overall: 13% vs. 16% for the BTS + overclaiming condi-
tion.) In contrast, participants facing competing incentives
may have been tempted initially to exploit the certain recog-
nition payments but discovered through experience that the
penalties for exaggeration outweighed these gains.

We also examined changes in iscores as the number of
survey respondents increased. Figure 4 plots the average
recognition advantage (the difference between the scores for
recognition and nonrecognition) as a function of sample
size for both item types in each BTS condition. 6 The figure
shows that the advantage of recognizing reals, and disad-
vantage of recognizing foils, holds for all values of N for
which we have data. The scores also appear to be fairly sta-
ble as N changes. To test these impressions more precisely,
we regressed recognition advantage on sample size, item
type, and their interaction. Two trends emerged: in the BTS
condition, the foil recognition penalty improved somewhat
(t = –6.15, p < .0001), and in the BTS + overclaiming group,
the real recognition advantage deteriorated slightly (t =
–2.40, p = .02). Both effects are modest, especially the sec-

Figure 2
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ond, whose regression coefficient implies a change of only
–.005 for each additional N. In summary, iscores were gen-
erally well behaved over the sample sizes in our experiment.

Analysis of Specific Items
To better understand the effect of truth-telling incentives,

we investigate in more detail the results of the BTS-only
condition versus the control group. We note that BTS reduced
recognition rates for 46 of the 60 items on the survey. The
four biggest reductions were for invented items: Miriam
Fischer (–27 percentage points), Michail Stoika (–27),
capacitance (–27), and granine (–24). Number five was
Vicente Fox (–19), the real-life former President of Mexico.
The prominence of foils is unsurprising because we have
shown that foils are more responsive than reals to truth-
telling incentives. A more subtle observation is the content
of items on which BTS exerts the most pull. As we explained
previously, some overclaiming is motivated by a desire for
self-enhancement (Paulhus et al. 2003). A plausible hypothe-
sis, then, is that items whose recognition promotes a positive
self-image are more susceptible to overclaiming in the con-
trol condition and are therefore subject to a larger correction
by BTS. In our survey, we propose that the self-enhancement
items are those in the three education categories (world
leaders, language arts, and life sciences) as opposed to the
lifestyle categories (alcohol brands, movie comedies). The
top five reductions are all for education items, and a t-test
confirms the effect across all items (Meducation = –.08, SD =
.09; Mlifestyle = –.03, SD = .08; t = 2.21, p < .05). This is not
because education items had “farther to fall,” because the
control group recognized education and lifestyle items at
approximately the same rate (M education = .49, SD = .32;
Mlifestyle = .43, SD = .28; t = –.77, p > .40).

Of the remaining 14 survey items, recognition rates were
unchanged on 4 under BTS versus the control group. For 10
items, recognition rates modestly increased, of which 9

were reals (recognition of the made-up film School for Dogs
increased by one percentage point). It is also instructive to
examine foils that were resistant to truth-telling incentives.
Of the 20 foils, 3 had recognition rates that were both abnor-
mally high under BTS and essentially unchanged compared
with the control group. These outliers are the bogus lan-
guage arts term “interjunction” (recognized by 54% of BTS
participants) and the fake movies Sister Act 3: Soul Remedy
(43% recognition) and School for Dogs (36%). (All other
foils had recognition rates of less than 20%.) A likely expla-
nation is that because these items are sufficiently similar to
familiar real items (interjection, Sister Act and Sister Act 2:
Back in the Habit, Hotel for Dogs), many survey takers gen-
uinely believed them to be legitimate.

Can Iscores Identify Individual “Liars”?
Although a low iscore on a particular item does not imply

that the recipient has lied, our method does hold out the pos-
sibility of identifying untruthful people by aggregating their
scores across a battery of items. We find promising evidence
of this. Again focusing on the BTS-only condition, we com-
pared each respondent’s total iscore to the proportion of
foils recognized and to d , which measures how well a par-
ticipant distinguishes real items from fakes. (The signal
detection measure d is defined as z[hit rateX – z[false alarm
rateX, where in our data a “hit” is a recognized real, and a
“false alarm” is a recognized foil.) The correlations are
strong: r(iscores, foil recognition) = –.60, and r(iscores, d) =
+.69.

In particular, the results suggest that overall data quality
might be improved by eliminating three participants with
very low iscores of 4.1, 5.2, and 6.9 (all others scored
between 9.4 and 14.6). In addition to recognizing foils at
high rates, these three gave some particular responses that
seem unlikely to be true. For example, one claimed to rec-
ognize the movie The Deli , which was never released in
U.S. theaters, but not the cult comedy classic The Big
Lebowski , ranked 135th among IMDb.com users’ favorite
all-time movies. Another was familiar with Oronoco, an
obscure rum brand, but not Jim Beam, one of the top ten
selling spirits in the United States according to the Adams
Liquor Handbook.

EXPERIMENT 3
The results of our first two experiments suggest that sur-

vey takers respond to iscore-based incentives—not merely
promises to reward truth telling—to a degree that can mean-
ingfully reduce untruthful responding. In Experiment 3, we
implemented BTS incentives without explaining the basis
of the payments and without asking people to answer the
questionnaire honestly. We created these conditions to mini-
mize demand effects or other social pressures to respond
truthfully. This is a strong test, in that the mechanism can
induce truthfulness only if people are aware that truthful
answers maximize expected earnings.

Design and Procedure
We closely followed the procedures of Experiment 2: We

presented the same questionnaire of 60 items in random
order with feedback after each item, administered remotely
to the same online panel. Payments were 1.5 times the
iscores. We departed from the previous protocol, however,

Figure 4
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in three ways. First, the presurvey instructions were inten-
tionally uninformative:

This survey lists products, people, and things from vari-
ous categories. We want you to tell us which of these
items you recognize. For each complete answer, you
will earn money based on your response and the
responses of people who took the survey before you.
You may receive negative payments on some items, but
your total earnings will not be negative.

Second, because we left participants “in the dark” as to how
payments were calculated, it would be natural to presume a
causal relationship between their predictions and those pay-
ments, making the correct inference unrealistically difficult
in our estimation. We therefore asked only for personal
recognition judgments and not predictions of others. Third,
as a consequence of this decision, it was not possible to
update iscores in real time, so instead we borrowed the end-
ing scores (and their associated payments) from Experiment
2’s BTS condition.

Results and Discussion
Twenty-seven people completed the questionnaire. We

first looked for evidence of learning as participants pro-
gressed through the survey. Here, the potential for learning
is even stronger because people are given no context for the
payments presented on the feedback screens. As in Experi-
ment 2, we regressed item recognition judgments in a logit
model on survey position, item type, and survey position 
item type, with item fixed effects. We dropped the main
effect of item type due to collinearity with the fixed effects.
The main effect of item position is slightly negative but not
significant (b = –.005, z = –1.15, p = .25), meaning that the
recognition of reals was not substantially affected by survey
position. However, there is a significant interaction between
survey position and foil types (b = –.02, z = –2.08, p < .05),
confirming the previous experiment’s finding that respon-
dents were less likely to claim recognition of foils when
they were presented later in the survey.

Participants recognized 62% of the real items and 19% of
the foils overall. To evaluate these results, we compared
them with recognition rates for Experiment 2, particularly
the BTS condition, which had identical incentives, and the
control group. Viewed as a whole, the truth-inducing per-
formance of our “BTS-in-the-dark” implementation does not
seem impressive. Participants recognized reals at a higher
rate than both Experiment 2’s control condition (58%; 2(1) =
4.31, p = .04) and its BTS condition (54%; 2 (1) = 15.08, p =
.0001). On foils, BTS-in-the-dark did better than the control
(24%; 2(1) = 4.16, p < .05) but worse than BTS (13%;
2(1) = 7.57, p = .006).

However, these aggregate data mask changes in recogni-
tion rates as survey takers gained experience with the truth-
rewarding payments. Figure 5 plots recognition rates for the
three survey groups as a function of item position quartile
(i.e., the first 15 items make up Q1, and so on). Consistent
with the learning analysis, we observe that the performance
of BTS-in-the-dark improves with item position, particularly
for foils. Restricting our analysis to items presented in Q4,
the recognition likelihood among reals was not significantly
different than for the Experiment 2 comparison groups (vs.
control: 2(1) = .68, p = .41 vs. BTS: 2(1) = 1.90, p = .17).

Furthermore, the foil recognition rate was actually lowest
for BTS-in-the-dark, though the difference was significant
only compared with the control (2(1) = 3.91, p < .05).

Experiment 3 shows that given sufficient exposure to
payments derived from iscores, the truth-telling incentives
were ultimately compelling despite no explanation of the
mechanism and without any plea for honesty. Although we
obtained this outcome implementing a “constrained” imple-
mentation of BTS (no predictions and static iscores), in a
dynamic game, there is a truth-telling equilibrium only
when every player believes that others are also responding
truthfully. In the BTS-in-the-dark implementation, there is
no particular reason to expect that this would have been the
case.

EXPERIMENT 4
An important question we have not yet addressed is how

well the BTS performs relative to other truth-telling mecha-
nisms. Several such mechanisms are well-known. One is the
“bogus pipeline” (Jones and Sigall 1971), in which partici-
pants are hooked up to an apparatus resembling a polygraph
and (falsely) told the machine can detect deception. Because
they believe their answers are actively monitored, people

Figure 5
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often respond more truthfully than they would otherwise. A
second method is to ensure participant anonymity, which
can encourage candor about socially stigmatized behaviors.
However, straightforward procedures are often insufficient,
as Turner et al. (1998) find when surveying adolescents
about various risky behaviors. Reports of male–male sex,
injection drug use, and sexual contact with intravenous drug
users tripled when traditional anonymous self-administered
questionnaires were replaced by a more elaborate approach
called “audio computer-assisted self-interviewing,” which
speaks recorded questions to respondents through head-
phones; respondents answer by pressing numbers on a com-
puter keyboard.

Both methods are somewhat complex to implement and
have other drawbacks that limit their practicality: The bogus
pipeline’s deception of survey takers is ethically objection-
able, and anonymity techniques might do little to correct
untruthfulness motivated by reasons other than social sensi-
tivity (e.g., boredom, carelessness). Therefore, for our com-
parison, we chose a benchmark method that not only has
been shown to be effective but also is easy to implement: the
“solemn oath,” in which participants are asked to sign a dec-
laration to tell the truth before participating. Jacquemet et
al. (2009) find that asking people to sign an oath elicited true
preferences better than either nonbinding hypothetical judg-
ments or binding judgments made incentive-compatible
through a second price auction. In an induced values experi-
ment, people who took the oath submitted bids that were
closer to their true valuations. Moreover, when eliciting bids
for dolphin protection, the solemn oath reduced two biases
common in contingent valuation studies: the tendency for
hypothetical bidders to declare high bids, seemingly in viola-
tion of their budget constraint, and the tendency for incentive-
compatible bidders to bid zero, often a sign that they have
opted out of the exercise in protest.

We administered our knowledge questionnaire to two
groups of participants. One group was asked to sign a
presurvey oath, and the other group was given BTS incen-
tives. Both groups were also paid a small amount for each
item they recognized, creating a competing incentive to
exaggerate their knowledge.

Design and Procedure
We again borrowed the protocol used in Experiment 2:

All participants completed our 60-item knowledge ques-
tionnaire with randomized presentation order, gave personal
recognition judgments as well as predictions of others’, and
received payment information after each item. So that we
could properly administer the oath, this experiment was
conducted in person in a computer lab. Each lab session was
randomly assigned to one of two groups, BTS or solemn
oath.

Participants in the BTS condition were given the instruc-
tions shown for BTS + overclaiming incentives from
Experiment 2, as shown in Appendix A. However, the finan-
cial incentives were somewhat smaller: BTS payments were
1 times the iscores (rather than 1.5 times), and recognition
payments were 15¢ per recognized item (not 25¢). We cal-
culated iscores in real time using all prior responses from
members of the same experimental group, plus the ten-person
seed data we used before.

Participants in the solemn oath condition were given the
previously used instructions for the control + overclaiming
group (also in Appendix A), again with reduced incentives:
a flat payment of 10¢ per item, plus 15¢ per recognized
item. Before being given these instructions, participants in
the oath condition were asked to sign a solemn oath. In their
research, Jacquemet et al. (2009) reviewed the theory of
commitment in social psychology (Kiesler and Sakumura
1966) and concluded that to be effective, an oath should be
freely undertaken, publicly expressed, and signed. Accord-
ingly, we distributed copies of the oath on paper and empha-
sized that signing it was voluntary and that declining to sign
would not affect earnings. The oath read as follows:

Topic: Research study number F17806—103.

I, [print nameX, swear on my honor that, during the
experiment, I will:

[sign and dateX.

Oaths were collected before the survey began. In both
groups, a summary screen at the end of the questionnaire
reported the participants’ total earnings, which we paid in
cash at the end of the session.

Results and Discussion
Two people in the solemn oath condition declined to sign

the oath and were excluded from analysis (remaining N =
70). The participants in the BTS condition reported recog-
nizing substantially fewer items, both legitimate and fake,
than those who signed the solemn oath and were given flat
payments (Table 4, Panel A). A factorial logistic regression
confirms that the likelihood of recognition was significantly
lower for the BTS group, foils, and their interaction (Table
4, Panel B). We found no meaningful learning trend in
either group. These results suggest that BTS was more
effective than the solemn oath in inducing truth telling.

Because our study did not have a baseline condition, we
cannot conclude that the oath was completely ineffective.
However, comparing the percentage of foil recognition
under oath in Study 4 with the percentage without oath in
Study 1 suggests that the impact of oath on truth telling is
marginal at best. A possible explanation for the difference

Table 4

BTS VERSUS SOLEMN OATH

A: Proportion of Items Recognized
BTS Oath

Reals 54% 72%
Foils 21% 52%

B: Logistic Regression of Recognition on Mechanism and Item Type
Variable Coefficient Robust SE z p > z
BTS incentives S1.08 .185 S5.84 .000
Foil S1.17 .083 S14.17 .000
BTS incentives M foil S.68 .165 S4.12 .000
Intercept S.05 .093 S.51 .628

Notes: Pseudo R2 = .08, Wald 2(3) = 290.51, p < .0001.
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between these results and those of Jacquemet et al. (2009)
is that their participants did not face a financial incentive to
deceive. In our study, recognition payments created such an
incentive, though BTS appears to have overcome it. Finally,
the BTS group earned more money (M = $12.95, SE = $.45)
than the oath group (M = $11.53, SE = $.35; t = 2.54, p =
.007), though this does not explain the observed differences
in claimed recognition.

EXPERIMENT 5
A domain in which BTS might have particular use is in

improving elicited valuations for nonmarket goods. A fre-
quently used technique is the contingent valuation (CV)
method, in which respondents are asked to declare the
amount of money they would personally pay to acquire, or
demand for the loss of, the good of interest—for example, a
national park. A common criticism of CV is that because it
lacks truth-telling incentives, respondents might ignore
income constraints, lodge protest responses, or otherwise
deviate from their true preferences.

Various techniques have been proposed to improve the
quality of CV data. One is cheap talk—that is, explicitly
instructing participants that hypothetical responses are
sometimes inflated. Such instructions have shown mixed
results (Cummings and Taylor 1999; List 2001). A different
approach is calibration: Even if hypothetical valuations are
biased, they are informative if the direction and degree of
bias are stable. List and Shogren (1998), however, find that
calibration functions are both good and context specific.
These results suggest that iscoring might further improve
the quality of CV responses, a proposition we test in Experi-
ment 5.

Design and Procedure
The nonmarket good we chose for the study was the

National Endowment for the Arts, an agency of the U.S.
government that distributes public funds to arts projects. We
conducted referenda on personal contributions to the NEA.
Each respondent was asked to vote either in favor of or in
opposition to donating $4, with the understanding that the
majority’s will would be imposed on all study participants.
We conducted four separate referenda, one with binding
outcomes and three with nonbinding outcomes, for different
experimental groups:

1. Real: Participants were instructed that the outcome was
binding: “In the referendum about donating $4 to this organ-
ization, what is your vote? Remember, the stakes are real: if
the majority is in favor, we will donate $4 on your behalf; if
the majority is opposed, we will pay you a $4 bonus.”

2. Hypothetical : Participants were instructed that the referen-
dum was nonbinding but to treat it as real: “If you partici-
pated in a referendum about donating $4 to this organization,
how would you vote? Remember, although no real money is
at stake, we want you to respond as if the stakes were real,
and the majority’s choice really applied to you.”

3. BTS: Participants in the BTS treatment received the same
instructions as the hypothetical group and were also told that
they would receive an extra payment based on their response’s
“Truth Score.” We explained BTS incentives using the same
language as in Appendix A. To facilitate information scoring,
here we also elicited predictions of the proportion of respon-
dents who would vote in favor of the referendum.

4. BTS with training: Instructions were identical to those for
the BTS group. In addition, this group received prior expo-
sure to BTS incentives through a preceding task involving a
36-item subset of the recognition questionnaire used in our
prior studies. In this task, we explained the BTS mechanism
and disclosed the payments for both recognition and non-
recognition after each item.7

We ran BTS treatments both with and without prior expo-
sure to evaluate the importance of experience in establish-
ing the method’s credibility for CV judgments. Experiment
1 showed that the mechanism was both truth inducing and
truth rewarding without prior training for the recognition
questionnaire. However, in applying BTS to contingent val-
uations as we do here, Barrage and Lee (2010) find that it
reduces, but does not altogether eliminate, hypothetical
bias.

Results and Discussion
The study was administered to an online panel of 121

participants. We eliminated 7 of them due to data integrity
concerns stemming from large numbers of unanswered
items, implausibly short time spent on the questionnaire,
and failures to pass screening questions. (Three screening
items were embedded in the general knowledge task in
which we asked respondents if they recognized the U.S.
states of Colorado, Maryland, and “Alberta.”)

Among the remaining participants (N = 114), the propor-
tions in each treatment who voted in favor of donating $4 to
the NEA were as follows:

Treatment Percentage in Favor of Donating to the NEA
Real 44%
Hypothetical 76%
BTS 47%
BTS with training 50%

The real treatment serves as a baseline against which any
bias in the nonbinding groups may be measured. The hypo-
thetical treatment shows the common pattern in CV elicita-
tions of overstated intentions of contributing to public
goods (2(1) = 6.09, p = .01). However, this bias is elimi-
nated in both of the BTS treatments: The comparison of real
versus BTS has a 2(1) statistic of .04 (p = .84); for real ver-
sus BTS with training, 2(1) = .18 (p = .67).8 The success
here of BTS without prior training is consistent with the
results of Experiment 1, but less so with Barrage and Lee’s
(2010) findings. The reason for this inconsistency is
unclear, but it is possibly related to differences in the
instructions participants received.

SOME PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
In four experimental administrations of the overclaiming

questionnaire, the BTS generally rewarded truth telling, in
particular by assigning large penalties to demonstrably
untrue responses, and induced truth telling, in that the appli-
cation of BTS-based payments reduced claims of familiarity

7As a control, we administered the same preceding task in all other
experimental treatments, but those groups were not told about BTS incen-
tives, asked to provide predictions, or given feedback.

8Voting in favor of donating was surprisingly common. In the BTS
(without training) condition, iscores were .35 for in favor and S.10 for
opposed; for BTS with training, they were .26 and S.03, respectively.
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with fake items. This improvement in truth telling was
robust to (smaller but more certain and straightforward)
competing incentives to exaggerate knowledge. Participants
also became more truthful as they progressed through their
questionnaires, suggesting that the truth inducement was the
result of actual BTS incentives rather than placebo, demand,
or cheap talk effects. In a side-by-side comparison, BTS
outperformed the solemn oath, a rival truth-inducement
mechanism, and it also eliminated hypothetical bias from
contingent valuations of a public good, both with and with-
out prior exposure to the mechanism.

Different Types of Untruthfulness
To implement BTS successfully, two criteria must be met.

First, participants must believe that the method rewards
truth telling on average. This is not to say that administra-
tors must provide a full explanation of the scoring formula
or the intuition behind it; we did not. Indeed, such details
may do more harm than good by creating confusion or
encouraging attempts to game the system.

We found a simple explanation to be credible. In our
studies, a presurvey demonstration of the method using
scores from previously collected data was not necessary, but
Barrage and Lee (2010) find that without it, BTS only par-
tially eliminated untruthfulness. Prior exposure is likely to
be more important in inducing truth telling for survey ques-
tions that are deeply personal, in which case the truth
serum’s face validity might be especially low, and when
respondents have significant motivations, financial or other-
wise, to be less than fully truthful.

The second criterion is that BTS-based payments (which
can be arbitrarily scaled as a function of iscores) must be
large enough to overcome participants’ competing incen-
tives to misrepresent themselves. Here, it is useful to con-
sider three types of untruthfulness: intentional deception,
carelessness, and inauthenticity (i.e., answers that are
biased—possibly without the respondent’s conscious
awareness—by social norms, cognitive heuristics, or envi-
ronmental factors). It is clear that some responses to our sur-
veys were intentionally deceptive, in that item recognition
rates increased substantially when we created incentives to
overclaim. In our studies, BTS appears to have largely
eliminated such deception. However, for some content,
including questions about socially stigmatized behavior,
even substantial BTS incentives might be inadequate, par-
ticularly because payments are a function of survey
responses, making it difficult to implement the method
anonymously. In these cases, preserving anonymity may be
a more effective means of motivating truthful disclosure
(Turner et al. 1998).

The BTS also improved truth telling in the absence of
financial incentives to exaggerate, in which case the “recog-
nition” of foils was probably the result of carelessness or
inauthenticity. These effects are difficult to distinguish:
When BTS reduces foil recognition compared with a con-
trol group, it is unclear if participants have become more
careful, suppressed a desire for self-enhancement, or both.
Evidence that BTS groups spent more time on their surveys,
however, suggests that at least some of the effect results
from greater care. Moreover, some sources of inauthenticity

may be fully unconscious and stubbornly resistant to even
large financial rewards for truth telling. For example, Paul-
hus (1984) distinguishes two types of socially desirable
responding: impression management, the purposeful
manipulation of answers to create a positive social image,
and self-deceptive positivity, which may be unconscious
and is used to help maintain self-esteem and optimism. Vari -
ations in demand for social desirability (such as an expecta-
tion that survey responses will be made public) influence
impression management but have no effect on self-deception.

Is BTS Worth the Overhead?
It is difficult to extrapolate from the effectiveness of the

BTS in our experimental setting to the wide variety of mar-
ket research surveys now or potentially in use. The method
clearly asks more of survey takers—in particular, their pre-
dictions about the distribution of responses. From a theo-
retical standpoint, it would be sufficient to elicit predictions
from a small number of randomly selected respondents and
use their predictions to calculate initial iscores. The remain-
ing respondents would only be required to provide answers,
as in a traditional survey. The iscores could be periodically
updated as the data on empirical proportions accumulates.
An advantage of having provisional iscores in hand is that
respondents could be scored and rewarded as soon as they
enter a response.

On the issue of incentives, we take it as uncontroversial
that incentives may be useful in some circumstances and
counterproductive in others (Camerer and Hogarth 1999).
Because scoring transforms a survey of opinions into some-
thing that seems like a test of knowledge, it fundamentally
changes the relationship between the respondent and survey
sponsor. The sponsor, for example, can ask respondents to
prepare in advance, such as by trying out a product or service
relevant to the questionnaire. In that case, respondents who
do their homework have a better chance of doing well on
the survey, just as they would on a standardized test. There
are also other potential advantages of scoring. Competition
creates reputational stakes that can spice up an otherwise
dull survey experience; scores can be used to filter more
careful or thoughtful respondents, who can then be retained
for future studies; scores can also function as performance
feedback, teaching respondents how to provide better infor-
mation. The benefits of the BTS are substantial and varied
enough to make the method a useful tool in many circum-
stances when a researcher wants to learn about a target
group’s opinions, beliefs, or preferences.

APPENDIX A: KNOWLEDGE QUESTIONNAIRE
INSTRUCTIONS FOR EXPERIMENT 2

Instructions for All Participants
This survey lists products, people, and things from vari-

ous categories. We want you to tell us if you recognize these
items, and to estimate the percentage of other people who
will recognize them.

Additional Instructions for BTS Incentives Group
For each complete answer, you will earn money based on

that answer’s “Truth Score.” Truth Scoring, recently invented
by an MIT professor and published in the academic journal
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Science, rewards you for answering truthfully. Even though
only you know if you really recognize a survey item, people
who tell the truth score higher overall.

You are most likely to maximize your earnings if you
answer every item truthfully. By “truthfully,” we mean: con-
sider each item carefully, answer honestly, and take care to
avoid mistakes.

If Also Given Overclaiming Incentives: You will also earn
25¢ for each item that you recognize. But remember that
your Truth Score will be lower if you don’t respond truth-
fully, so the best way to earn more money overall is to
answer every item honestly.

Additional Instructions for Control Group
For each complete answer, you will earn 25¢. Please con-

sider each item carefully, answer honestly, and take care to
avoid mistakes.

If Also Given Overclaiming Incentives: You will also earn
an extra 25¢ for each item that you recognize. But we still
want you to answer every item honestly.
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